Various forms of chaotic synchronization have been proposed as ways of implementing associative memories and/or pattern recognizers. Within this context, a single chaotic dynamical system can be adopted as an implicit model of a whole class of approximately periodic signals [De Feo, 2003] . Then, by exploiting the selective properties of the recently illustrated phenomenon of Qualitative Resonance [De Feo, 2004a , 2004b , this model can be employed within a feedback-synchronization-based pattern recognition scheme. To this end, to exploit the qualitative resonance phenomenon in concrete applications, the synchronization feedback loop must be opportunely tuned. Namely, an approximately periodic pattern must regularize or reinforce the chaotic behavior of the whole system depending on whether it belongs to the class modeled by the chaotic model or not. Despite being apparently complicated, as shown here, the tuning of the synchronization feedback loop can be operated relying on standard methods from linear periodic control theory.
Introduction
The classification of objects based on examples is one of the central problems of machine learning [Weiss, 1991] , and one of its main difficulties is to express the intra-class data diversity without creating confusion with data from other classes. In the context of temporal pattern recognition, it is common use to ascribe the diversity of time-series within a class to some form of exogenous (external) noise. Consequently, in the standard applications this diversity is modeled by stochastic processes, such as filtered white noise, Hidden Markov Models, or stochastic differential equations [Rabiner, 1989; Alder, 1994; Vapnik, 1995] . On the other hand, various forms of chaotic synchronization [Hasler, 1994] , such as the recently discovered phenomenon of Qualitative Resonance of Shil'nikov-like chaotic attractors [De Feo, 2004a , 2004b , have been proposed as ways of implementing associative memories and/or pattern recognizers. Within this context, a single chaotic dynamical system can be adopted as implicit model of a whole class of approximately periodic signals [De Feo, 2001 , 2003 . Indeed, in analogy to the different signals within a class, which are very alike without being identical, a chaotic system produces a whole family of trajectories that are all different but nonetheless very similar [Ott, 1993; Kuznetsov, 1998 ].
Once a chaotic dynamical system implicitly representing a class, and the diversity within the class, of approximately periodic signals is given, this model can be employed within a feedbacksynchronization-based pattern recognition scheme by exploiting the selectiveness of the phenomenon of qualitative resonance [De Feo & Hasler, 2003] . To this end, to exploit the sharpness of the qualitative resonance phenomenon in concrete applications, the synchronization feedback loop must be opportunely tuned such that qualitative resonance itself takes place; namely, if the input signal belongs to the modeled class, the system approximately synchronizes with it, if not, the trajectory of the system and the input signal remain unrelated. After that the tuning is performed, approximately periodic patterns can be tested as belonging to the class modeled by this chaotic model simply by verifying whether they regularize or reinforce the chaotic behavior of the system [De Feo & Hasler, 2003; De Feo, 2004b] .
Despite being apparently complicated, as shown here, the tuning of the synchronization feedback loop can be operated relying on standard methods from linear periodic control theory [Colonius, 1988; Bittanti & Colaneri, 1999] . Namely, given a chaotic dynamical system implicitly representing a class of signals and suitable for qualitative resonance, e.g. obtained by combining the techniques proposed in [De Feo, 2003] and [De Feo, 2004c] , the selectiveness of qualitative resonance can be tuned relying on standard periodic robust filtering; i.e. periodic Kalman-like filtering.
Tuning Algorithm
The tuning algorithm presented here refers to the same error feedback synchronization scheme considered in qualitative resonance [De Feo, 2004a , 2004b and illustrated in Fig. 1 . Namely, ẋ = f (x) + K(ŷ − y) y = Cx x ∈ R n , y ∈ R, dim (C) = 1 × n whereŷ is the external driving signal. is assumed to be the RHS of a chaotic dynamical system implicitly representing a class of signals, and suitable for qualitative resonance. More precisely, it is assumed to be obtained by combining the techniques proposed in [De Feo, 2003] and [De Feo, 2004c] ; hence, the RHS is assumed to be of Lur'e-type, i.e. a model where a linear dynamic and a nonlinear static part are separated and connected in a feedback loop, as shown in Fig. 2 . On the other hand, the feedback term
where K is a n × 1 matrix, determine the synchronization properties of the whole system. The aim of the algorithm is to opportunely tune the gain matrix K for realizing qualitative resonance. As shown here, the best K in this sense can be selected by resorting to standard periodic control theory. This implies that the resulting feedback gain matrix K will be in general periodic, i.e. K = K(t):
The algorithm must tune K(·) considering the following two classes of signals: the class of timeseries that is to be recognized, here designated as good patterns; and the class of antagonist patterns, i.e. those that have to be rejected, here designated as bad patterns. The two classes are assumed to be indirectly defined by a representative set of examples, e.g. in the form of a database of measured signals labeled with the class symbol. Considering these two classes, the algorithm for tuning the feedback gain matrix K(·), such that the driven system synchronizes with good patterns and anti-synchronizes with bad patterns, can be easily Fig. 2 . Lur'e-type dynamical system. explained by considering the two crucial trajectories of the autonomous chaotic attractor governing the qualitative resonance [De Feo, 2004b] . These trajectories are the generating cycle and the homoclinic loop, where the "generating cycle" is understood to be the saddle cycle colliding with the equilibrium at the homoclinic bifurcation. These two crucial trajectories are sketched in Fig. 3 .
In the autonomous system, close to the generating cycle, the dynamics produce output signals similar to those of the class that the system models [De Feo, 2003 ]. However, the trajectories of the free-running system visit the whole attractor and, therefore, they do not remain close to the generating cycle forever; correspondingly the output shows a substantial diversity. When considering the system with input, according to qualitative resonance [De Feo, 2004b] , in the presence of a signal of the right class, the feedback control should keep the system close to the generating cycle once it enters into its vicinity; whereas, in the presence of a signal of the wrong class, the feedback should push the system towards the homoclinic loop such that chaos explodes.
The feedback coefficients corresponding to these two requirements are determined by periodic control theory applied to the system linearized about the generating cycle [De Feo, 2004b] . The tuning algorithm consists of four steps, the first two are crucial and linked to optimal/robust linear periodic filtering, whereas the last two are a trivial solution selection criterion. More precisely, the steps are the following.
Synchronization requirement
In the first step, the requirement of synchronization with good patterns is transformed into a correct driving signal stabilizing effect of the problem of robust H ∞ linear periodic filtering with structured and unstructured perturbations. The set of possible solutions for this problem is characterized by the solutions of a one parameter dependent family of periodic Riccati differential equations.
Anti-synchronization requirement
In the second step, the anti-synchronization requirement with bad patterns is reduced to a problem of stable anti-robust H ∞ linear periodic filtering with unstructured perturbations. The set of possible solutions for this problem is characterized by a Riccati-like matrix inequality.
Potential solutions set
The third step selects from the solutions for the filtering problem given at the first step, i.e. the synchronization requirement, those satisfying the matrix inequality imposed by the antisynchronization requirement given at the second step. This step obtains the set of candidate feedback gains compatible with the synchronization and anti-synchronization requirements.
Solution extraction
Finally, in agreement with the qualitative resonance framework [De Feo, 2004a] , the smallest feedback gain with respect to a given norm is selected among the set of candidate feedback gains resulting from the previous step. Summarizing, the basic idea of the algorithm is to satisfy the two requirements, synchronization and anti-synchronization, independently by determining two families of feedback matrix gains K(·); one satisfying the synchronization requirement and one satisfying the antisynchronization requirement, and then to select a feedback gain from the intersection of these two families.
More detailed descriptions of the main parts composing this algorithm are reported in the next three sections and some remarks about the algorithms are given in Sec. 6. Then, in Sec. 7 the performance of this algorithm in benchmarks and in more concrete examples is shown.
Synchronization with Good
Patterns: H ∞ Robust Filtering
The requirement of synchronization with good patterns is reformulated as a problem of robust linear periodic filtering by linearizing the autonomous chaotic system, representing the class of good patterns, about the generating cycle [De Feo, 2004b] . More precisely, modeling the good patterns as produced by a linear periodic system with structured and unstructured perturbations, it is required that the state of the driving system (that produces the good patterns) is reconstructed by the linearized driven chaotic system with a noise reduction ratio such that the reconstructed state stays away from the homoclinic loop [De Feo, 2004b] . Namely, the measurement and modeling noises are sufficiently attenuated such as to stay away from the homoclinic loop. The set of possible solutions for this filtering problem is characterized by the solutions of a one parameter dependent family of periodic Riccati differential equations, which also determines the feedback gain matrix K(·).
Good patterns model
The Lur'e chaotic model of the good patterns, obtained by combining the techniques proposed in [De Feo, 2003] and [De Feo, 2004c] , is meant to produce synthetic signals closely resembling the measured signals in the database of good patterns; hence, the good patterns can be modeled as being produced by a linear periodic system. This model is constructed by projecting the measurements, available in the database, over the linear periodic system obtained by linearizing the chaotic system about the generating cycle, which is considered as the nominal periodic trajectory. The knowledge of the chaotic model for the generation of good patterns allows to hypothesize a linear periodic model with both structured, i.e. approximately known, and unstructured, i.e. completely unknown, uncertainties [Xie et al., 1991] . Namely, given T P the period of the generating cycle, the linear periodic model of the good patterns is given by
where 1 : x GP (t) ∈ R n is the state; w GP (t) ∈ R m is the noise which is assumed to belong 2 to L 2 (0, ∞]; y GP (t) is the output signal, i.e. the variation of the driving signal with respect to the nominal periodic regime; A GP (·) and C GP (·) are the real piecewise continuous bounded matrix functions of period T P describing the nominal system, i.e. the righthand side and output function Jacobians along the nominal periodic trajectory; B GPw (·) and D GPw (·) are the real piecewise continuous bounded matrix functions of period T P which describe the unstructured uncertainties about the model; and, finally, ∆A GP (·) and ∆C GP (·) represent the time-varying structured uncertainties about the model. The structured uncertainties, which are not necessarily T P -periodic functions, are supposed (to be used in the standard H ∞ framework) to have the following structure
where H GP1 (·) H GP2 (·) and E GP (·) are known real piecewise continuous bounded matrix functions of period T P , whereas F GP (·) is an unknown matrix function with Lebesgue measurable elements satisfying
It should be noted that the matrix function F GP (·) is not necessarily a T P periodic function. It can be any arbitrary time-varying matrix which is even allowed to depend on the state x GP (t) as long as the relation (3) is satisfied.
Computing the model terms from data
The terms of model (1)- (2) are computed by projecting the measured data onto the linear periodic system obtained by linearizing the chaotic system about the generating cycle. This operation remains particularly easy because the autonomous system is assumed to be a scalar Lur'e system [De Feo, 2003 ].
In fact, since in a scalar Lur'e system the Jacobian depends only upon the output, the Jacobian of the system corresponding to a given observation can be computed without reconstructing the corresponding state. Namely, the Jacobian of a scalar Lur'e system is given by
where the matrices A, b and c T are the controller canonical form realization of the linear transfer function G(s), cf. Fig. 2 . Taking Eq. (4) into account, the nominal dynamical matrices, i.e. A GP (·) and C GP (·), are given by the right-hand side and output function Jacobians of the system along the generating cycle,
where y GC (t) is the output of the chaotic system corresponding to the generating cycle. Note that a reference phase for the y GC (t) signal must be chosen to uniquely determine the matrix function A GP (·), whereas C GP (·) is constant and therefore does not need this. As shown later in Sec. 3.2, to impose the synchronization condition the norm of w GP (·) needs to be known. Assuming a unitary base noise ( w GP (t) 2 = 1) the unstructured uncertainties B GPw (·) and D GPw (·) represent the imprecision with which the transfer function G(s) is known, i.e. the precision with which it has been identified [De Feo, 2003] . Reminding that the identification operates in the discrete-time domain, and neglecting the cross-variances, 3 it follows that
where the matrixÃ is the controller canonical form realization of the discrete-time identified linear
1 Since the only considered variables are the linearized ones, to simplify the already heavy notation, the δ indicating the linearization have been omitted. Moreover, the index GP is meant to distinguish the terms of the model for the good patterns from the terms of the analogous model, presented later, for the bad patterns, which logically have index BP . 2 The noise is assumed simply to be energy bounded and not necessarily Gaussian.
3 If the identification has been well performed the cross variances should be quite small, since they are considered as a sign of a bad identification [Ljung, 1999] .
transfer function G(z), whereasb w and the scalard w are given byb
and the matrices Θ a and Θ b are the square root 4 of the covariance matrices, as returned by the linear identification algorithm [De Feo, 2003 ], of the denominator and numerator coefficients of the discrete-time transfer function, respectively. Note that the so-obtained two matrix functions B GPw (·) and D GPw (·) are constant matrices, so they do not need a reference phase coherent with that of A GP (·).
Finally, the time-varying structured uncertainties about the model, i.e. ∆A GP (·) and ∆C GP (·), and, more in particular, the known terms of their decomposition H GP1 (·), H GP2 (·), and E GP (·), are once again computed by projecting the measurements onto the chaotic system linearized about the generating cycle. Because of the Lur'e structure of the reference model, the structured uncertainties on the output function vanish, i.e. ∆C GP (·) ≡ 0 and consequentially, H GP2 (·) ≡ 0 as well. As explained in the next section, this simplifies notably all the computations. On the other hand, the computation of H GP1 (·) and E GP (·) passes by the computation of the set of structured uncertainty matrices ∆A GPi (·) compatible with the measurements. For any given observation y i (t) the corresponding Jacobian is computed, then subtracting the nominal Jacobian, i.e. A GP (·), the corresponding structural uncertainty is obtained,
For a correct computation of the matrices ∆A GPi (t), the reference phase for the y i (t) signals must be chosen coherent with the one chosen for y GC (t). Subsequently, the matrices H GP1 (·) and
where each F GPi must satisfy [cf. Eq. (3)]
The mentioned factorization can be easily implemented in Matlab discretizing in time the ∆A GPi (t) matrices and recursively applying the generalized singular value decomposition on the result. Finally, note that choosing the reference phase of y i (t) coherent with that of y GC (t) guarantees the phase coherency of the matrices H GP1 (·) and E GP (·) as well.
H ∞ filtering with structured and unstructured perturbations
Periodic control theory [Barmish, 1985; Colonius, 1988; Xie et al., 1991] asserts that the state x GP (t) of the good patterns reference model (1) can be reconstructed ensuring quadratically stable estimation error dynamics. Moreover, given a prescribed level of noise attenuation γ > 0, the reconstruction can be performed such that the estimationx(t) satisfies the H ∞ performance criterion
for all the admissible uncertainties F (·) satisfying Eq. (3) and for any nonzero w GP (·), where · 2 stands for the usual L 2 [0, ∞) norm. Such a reconstruction is given by the modified Luemberger observer [Xie et al., 1991] 
where the matrices specifying the observer are given bŷ
with the matricesR(·),B(·) andD(·) given bŷ
whereas the matrices S(·) and P (·) are the stabilizing periodic symmetric positive semidefinite solutions of the following two periodic Riccati differential equations; respectively,
anḋ
The filtering problem is well posed for any positive real number ε such that the periodic matrix functionR(·), defined in Eqs. (11), is invertible, i.e. strictly positive definite for any time t. Hence, for any ε > 0 such thatR(·) > 0, the solution of Eq. (13) gives a potential feedback gain candidate for the observer (9), defining in this way a family of potential solutions to the robust filtering problem (1)-(8).
Synchronization requirement
The idea proposed here is to consider as candidate feedback gains, satisfying the synchronization requirement, the feedback gain candidates for the observer (9), i.e. the ε dependent family of gainŝ K GP (·) as given by Eqs. (10)-(13). This is conceivable since the feedback gain acts on the difference between the outputs, hence it does not matter if the y(t) andŷ(t) variables refer to the real outputs or to their variation with respect to a nominal value. This is a strongly conservative approach. In fact, under approximate synchronization conditions, the local dynamic matrices of the driven system, i.e. those corresponding toÂ(·) andĈ(·), synchronize with those of the driving system, i.e.
[A GP (t)+∆A GP (t)] and [C GP (t)+∆C GP (t)]. Therefore, the local dynamic matrices of the driven system are certainly better approximations of the real local dynamic matrices than the worst case approximates,Â(·) andĈ(·), used in the robust observer (9) are [Xie et al., 1991] . Hence, the feedback gain remains conservative with respect to the application considered, since it considers a worst case which is definitely more dramatic than the reality [Xie et al., 1991] . The synchronization requirement is imposed by choosing a suitable prescribed level of noise attenuation γ. Having chosen the unstructured noise w GP (t) 2 = 1, from the H ∞ performance criterion (8) it follows that, in order to guarantee the approximate synchronization with good patterns, the noise attenuation must be such that
where ρ(θ) (cf. Fig. 3 ) is the minimal distance between the point on the generating cycle at phase θ and the homoclinic loop; and σ n (θ) is the natural standard deviation of the measurements at the phase θ computed by averaging the time-aligned measured signals.
Condition (14) requires that the maximal wandering due to the model imprecision, i.e. γ, added to the natural diversity of the good patterns, i.e. σ n (θ), is not enough to reach the homoclinic loop. Hence, if a signal of the right class is injected, the feedback control should keep the system close to the generating cycle once it enters into its vicinity [De Feo, 2004b] .
Finally, because of the identical annihilation of the H GP2 (·) matrix, a feedback gain candidate follows for any positive value of ε, asR(·) is strictly positive (it is a positive scalar) for any value of ε. Furthermore, for the same reason, the second Riccati equation, i.e. Eq. (13), is notably simplified especially for numerical computations [De Feo, 2001 ].
Anti-Synchronization with Bad
Patterns: H ∞ Anti-Robust Filtering
In analogy with the procedure adopted for the requirement of synchronization with good patterns, the requirement of anti-synchronization with bad patterns is reformulated as a problem of stable antirobust linear periodic filtering. This reformulation is performed considering the chaotic system, representing the class of good patterns, linearized about a nominal periodic trajectory [De Feo, 2004b] , and modeling the bad patterns as produced by a linear periodic system with only unstructured perturbations. On the base of this model, it is required that the state of the driving system (that produces the bad patterns) is reconstructed by the linearized driven chaotic system with a noise amplification such that the reconstructed state surely approaches, sooner or later, the homoclinic loop [De Feo, 2004b] . In other words, the measurement and modeling noises are sufficiently amplified such as to push the driven trajectory towards the homoclinic loop. The set of possible solutions for this problem is characterized by a Riccati-like matrix inequality, which can be used to restrict the potential solutions determined at the previous section to those solutions guaranteeing the anti-synchronization requirement.
Bad patterns model
Ideally, the anti-synchronization requirement should be imposed with respect to every signal not belonging to the good patterns. In reality, imposing such a stringent requirement is practically impossible. However, bad patterns which are very different, dynamically speaking, from the good patterns will hardly synchronize the driven system. On the contrary, the worst cases to consider are those patterns which, dynamically speaking, are rather similar to the good patterns but belong anyhow to the class of bad patterns. Keeping this worst case in mind, a conservative approach is to model the bad patterns as being produced by a linear periodic system which grasps those bad patterns' dynamical features in aliasing with the good patterns. This model can be determined by projecting the bad patterns measurements over the chaotic system, representing the class of good patterns, linearized about a peculiar trajectory, i.e. a trajectory computed by averaging the time-aligned measured bad signals. Then, such a model can be used to tune the anti-synchronization requirement, which practically means that antisynchronization is tuned on the linear (periodic) dynamical differences of the two considered classes of patterns. To stay with a conservative approach maximizing the size of the bad patterns' class, a linear periodic model with only unstructured, i.e. completely unknown, uncertainties is hypothesized, which means that no knowledge about the generation of bad patterns is supposed. Namely, assuming a T P (period of the generating cycle) periodicity for compatibility with the synchronization tuning, the linear periodic model of the bad patterns is given by [Xie & de Souza, 1993] ,
where x BP (t) ∈ R n is the state, w BP (t) ∈ R m is the noise which is assumed to belong to L 2 (0, ∞], y BP (t) is the output signal, i.e. the variation of the driving signal with respect to the nominal periodic regime; A BP (·) and C BP (·) are the real piecewise continuous bounded matrix functions of period T P describing the nominal system, i.e. the right-hand side and output function Jacobians along the nominal periodic trajectory; and, finally, B BPw (·) and D BPw (·) are the real piecewise continuous bounded matrix functions of period T P which describe the unstructured uncertainties about the model.
Computing the model terms from data
The terms of model (15) are computed from the measurements in a very similar way as done for the model of the good patterns in Sec. 3.1.1; namely, by projecting the measured data onto the linear periodic system obtained by linearizing the chaotic system about the nominal cycle, which is the trajectory computed by averaging the time-aligned measured bad signals. By means of Eq. (4), the nominal dynamical matrices, i.e. A BP (·) and C BP (·), are given by the right-hand side and output function Jacobians of the system along the nominal cycle,
where y n (t) is the nominal cycle computed by averaging the time-aligned measured bad signals. Once again, a reference phase for the y n (t) signal must be chosen, coherent with the one chosen for y GC (t), to uniquely determine the matrix function A BP (·), whereas C BP (·) is constant and therefore does not need this.
As shown later in Sec. 4.2, to impose the synchronization condition the norm of w BP (·) needs to be known. Assuming a more than unitary base noise (for the anti-synchronization to be conservative), namely w BP (t) 2 > 1, the unstructured uncertainties, i.e. B BPw (·) and D BPw (·), are determined in a very similar way as the structured uncertainties have been computed in Sec. 3.1.1. More precisely, since it is not uniquely determined to which extent the diversity of the bad patterns must be ascribed to the modeling noise and to which extent to the measuring noise [Grewal & Andrews, 1993] , and taking into account, as shown in the next section, that the measuring noise cannot be annihilated, i.e. the diversity cannot be ascribed completely to the modeling noise, a simple assumption [Grewal & Andrews, 1993] is to assume that the measuring noise is given by the accuracy of the measurement instrument used to perform the observations, and to attribute all the diversity of the bad patterns to the modeling noise. Hence, the measuring noise matrix B BPw (·), which is a scalar, is given by
where S m is the nominal accuracy, i.e. the nominal standard deviation, of the measurement instrument used to perform the bad patterns observations. On the other hand, the computation of B BPw (·) passes by the computation of the set of uncertainty matrices ∆A BPi compatible with the measurements. For any given observation y i (t) the corresponding Jacobian is computed, then subtracting the nominal Jacobian, i.e. A BP (·), the corresponding structural uncertainty is obtained,
For a correct computation of the matrices ∆A BPi (t), the reference phase for the y i (t) signals must be chosen coherent with the one chosen for y n (t). The matrix B BPw (·) is then computed by a multikernel factorization of the ∆A BPi (t) matrices, 
where each w i must satisfy w T i w i ≥ I Assuming the dimension of the matrices B BPw (t) and
where n is the dimension of the reference system, it is easy to perform the mentioned factorization in Matlab discretizing in time the ∆A BPi (t) matrices and recursively applying the generalized singular value decomposition on the result. Finally, note that choosing the reference phase of y i (t) coherent with that of y n (t), as suggested above, guarantees the phase coherency between the matrices B BPw (t) and A BP (t).
H ∞ filtering with unstructured perturbations
In analogy with Sec. 3.2, periodic control theory [Colonius, 1988; Wang & Speyer, 1990; Xie & de Souza, 1993] asserts that, given a prescribed level of noise amplification β > 0 and independent measurements and modeling noises, the state x BP (t) of the bad patterns reference model (15) can be reconstructed ensuring: a quadratically stable 5 estimation error dynamics, and the following H ∞ anti-robust criterion
wherex(t) is the reconstructed state. Such a reconstruction is given by the following Luemberger observer [Xie & de Souza, 1993] 
where the filter gain matrix K BP (·) is a real piecewise continuous bounded matrix function of period T P , that must be decomposable in the following form
Here, the matrix R is the measurement noise covariance matrix
given, according to the choice above (cf. Sec. 4.1.1), by the nominal accuracy of the measurement instrument used to perform the bad patterns observations; whereas Q(·) is a stabilizing periodic symmetric positive semidefinite matrix function which satisfies the following matrix inequality
The inequality (22) is equivalent, by means of the periodic Schur's complement Lemma [Boyd et al., 1994] , to the following linear periodic matrix inequality
which is simpler to be verified in practice.
Anti-synchronization requirement
The idea proposed here is to define a candidate feedback gain, satisfying the synchronization requirement (cf. Sec. 3.3), to be compatible with the anti-synchronization requirement if it satisfies the conditions given by Eqs. (21) and (23). Unfortunately, this does not represent a conservative approach but rather an optimistic one. In fact, as explained above, the local dynamics matrices of the driven system have a tendency to synchronize with those of the driving system. However, the very pessimistic and conservative worst case considered for the bad patterns model (i.e. to consider those patterns which, dynamically speaking, are rather similar to the good patterns but belong anyhow to the class of bad patterns) is thought to compensate somehow this optimism. The anti-synchronization requirement is imposed by choosing a suitable prescribed level of noise amplification β. Having chosen the unstructured noise w BP (t) 2 > 1, from the anti-robust H ∞ performance (19) it follows that, in order to guarantee the anti-synchronization with bad patterns, the noise amplification must be such that
where ρ(θ) (cf. Fig. 3 ) is the minimal distance between the point on the generating cycle at phase θ and the homoclinic loop. The condition given by Eq. (24) requires that the minimal wandering due to the model imprecision, i.e. β, is sufficient to push the trajectory towards the homoclinic loop. Hence, if a signal of the wrong class is injected, the noise amplification will lead to approach the homoclinic loop, exciting in this way the chaotic mode of the driven system [De Feo, 2004b] .
Solution Selection
Finally, it is possible to extract from the family of feedback gain candidates satisfying the synchronization requirement [cf. Eqs. (10)-(13)] those solutions compliant to the anti-synchronization requirement [cf. Eqs. (21) and (23)], and then to select among them the smallest with respect to the ∞-norm, choosing in this way the feedback gain minimizing the maximal influence on the free dynamics of the driven system. This is performed by the following algorithm BEGIN select a positive range for ε, I = [ε min , ε max ] for every ε ∈ I, compute a solution S(t) for the periodic Riccati Eq. (12); compute a solution P (t) for the periodic Riccati Eq. (13); compute a feedback gain candidate K ε (t) according to Eq. (10); decompose K ε (t) according to Eq. (21) obtaining a stabilizing symmetric periodic positive semidefinite matrix Q(t); test the matrix Q(t) against the inequality (23); if the test fail, dump the candidate; else, add the candidate to the set of potential feedback gains K; end; end; select from K the feedback gain K(t) with the smallest ∞-norm END In this algorithm, the periodic Riccati differential equations Eqs. (12) and (13) are solved numerically using suitably designed algorithms [Hench & Laub, 1994; Morera et al., 1995; Yao & Chen, 2000] , the feedback gain decomposition (21) is trivial and, finally, the linear matrix inequality test (23) is performed iteratively, with respect to the time discretization, using the inequality test available in the LMI toolbox of Matlab [Matlab, 2000] .
Remarks
Despite its apparent complexity, this algorithm for tuning synchronization and anti-synchronization is rather simple as it is completely founded on wellknown theoretical results from control theory.
It is reminded that the filter gain resulting from this tuning algorithm is periodic, thus being time variant. Though, do not depend upon the input data and, consequently, do not need to be computed online but can be precomputed and stored into the exploiting application. On the other hand, since the filter gain is periodic, there remains the need to synchronize its phase with that of the input signal, which however can be simply achieved by means of a phase detector (PLL).
Tests
The performance of the proposed tuning algorithm has been measured in four different situations, two benchmark and two more concrete application frameworks. The benchmark tests deal with approximately periodic signals artificially generated by means of chaotic systems, whereas the other two tests deal with measured spoken vowels and ECG signals, respectively.
Test framework
Five of the six models used in the tests are the five Lur'e homoclinic chaotic dynamical systems (suitable for qualitative resonance) previously reported in [De Feo, 2004c] . It is reminded that these dynamical systems have been obtained by modifying the subharmonic chaotic dynamical systems formerly identified in [De Feo, 2003 ]: the first system has been identified from a set of signals truly issued from a Feigenbaum-like chaotic attractor of a threedimensional system. The second and third systems have been identified from concrete measures of two spoken vowels: [a]'s and [e]'s from a single speaker. Finally, the fourth and fifth systems have been identified considering concrete measures of ECG signals: from persons with a given pathology and from healthy persons. The reader is referred to [De Feo, 2003] for any further detail. The sixth remaining dynamical system has been obtained, from a set of artificially generated signals, in the very same manner as the first one, i.e. by combining the techniques proposed in [De Feo, 2003] and [De Feo, 2004c] .
For each of the tuning, the measurement databases, indirectly defining the two classes of good and bad patterns, consisted of twenty observations (signals) each. Each observation spans thirty-two pseudo-periods (oscillations). The sampling of the observations is of about two hundreds samples for each pseudo-period. The measurements have been scaled in amplitude and in time, over the whole set, so as to have the amplitude between ±1 and to have a unitary nominal pseudo-period, subsequently the mean value has been removed.
Finally, the phase of the feedback gain is locked to one of the input signals by means of a phase detector (PLL) locked on the principal component of the input signal.
Benchmark tests
The benchmark tests consist of tuning the error feedback gain for two Shil'nikov-like chaotic systems so as to approximately synchronize with fine piecewise linear approximations of the patterns corresponding to their generating cycles, and to anti-synchronize with too coarse approximations of them. The first Shil'nikov-like chaotic system considered is the model for the 3-pulse Feigenbaumlike signals issued, for suitable parameter values, by the Rosenzweig-MacArthur food chain model [Kuznetsov et al., 2001] reported in [De Feo, 2003 , 2004c . The second one has been obtained in a similar way (by combining the techniques proposed in [De Feo, 2003] and [De Feo, 2004c] ) starting from the 2-pulse Feigenbaum-like signals issued, for suitable parameter values, by the Colpitts oscillator model [De Feo et al., 2000] .
Fine piecewise linear approximations of the two generating cycle time series have been considered as good patterns [De Feo, 2004a] . Given l as the fixed length of the piecewise linear approximation, induced by the tuning algorithm should appear in this interval.
Finally, since in this case there is no measurement noise associated with the observations, the accuracy of the measurement system has been arbitrarily fixed at S = 0.1, which imply the SNR to be 20 dB.
The results of the synchronization tuning are shown in Fig. 6 , where the Feigenbaum-like scenarios of the driven systems, with respect the degree of approximation of the driving signals, are reported. As it can be seen, the qualitative resonance threshold have been correctly placed between the two considered limits; i.e. the boundary crisis [De Feo, 2004b] occurs for approximation degrees l between L/30 and L/25. Furthermore, it can be remarked how sharp the transition from resonance to antiresonance is; it is actually sharper than what is usually observed using a constant filter gain [De Feo, 2004a] , confirming the quality of periodic feedback gains.
Vowel signals
The first concrete application test consists of tuning the error feedback gain so as to oblige the two Shil'nikov-like chaotic attractors, modeling the spoken vowels [a] and [e] from a single speaker, to synchronize only with the corresponding signals and to anti-synchronize with the conflicting one. The chaotic systems considered are those reported in [De Feo, 2003 , 2004c . the attractors of the corresponding systems, driven with the wrong signals, are shown; indeed, the trajectories clearly fill out much more of the state space, and they do not stay close to the corresponding generating cycles. Finally, the performance of the tuning is summarized in Table 1 , where each entry in the table represents the percentage of times that the two systems synchronized with their corresponding good and bad signals.
ECG signals
The second concrete application is similar to the previous one, where this time the signals considered are concrete measures of ECG signals from persons with a given pathology and from healthy persons. Once again, the chaotic systems considered are those reported in [De Feo, 2003 , 2004c . The results of the synchronization tuning are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, whereas the overall performance of the tuning is summarized in Table 2 .
Concluding Remarks
Resorting to the theoretical results from periodic control theory [Colonius, 1988; Bittanti & Colaneri, 1999] , an algorithm to tune the selective properties of the qualitative resonance phenomenon [De Feo, 2004a , 2004b has been developed. This algorithm has been developed within a larger research framework, whose aim is a temporal pattern recognition system, which exploits chaotic behavior for representing the intrinsic variability of patterns, and chaos synchronization for their categorization [De Feo, 2001; De Feo & Hasler, 2003 ]. More precisely, given a chaotic dynamical system implicitly representing a class of approximately periodic signals [De Feo, 2003 , 2004c , this model can be used in a feedback-synchronizationbased pattern recognition scheme by exploiting the selectiveness of the phenomenon of qualitative resonance [De Feo & Hasler, 2003] . To this end, an algorithm must be provided to opportunely tune the feedback loop such that qualitative resonance itself takes place; namely, if the input signal belongs to the modeled class, the system approximately synchronizes with it, if not, the trajectory of the system and the input signal must remain unrelated. After that the tuning is performed, approximately periodic patterns can be tested as belonging to the class modeled by the chaotic system simply by verifying whether they regularize or reinforce the chaotic behavior of the system [De Feo & Hasler, 2003; De Feo, 2004a , 2004b ; these two situations are easy to distinguish, either by checking the degree of synchronization of the system output with the input, or by checking the "thickness" of the attractor. In this sense, the performances achieved by the tuning algorithm in the considered tests (cf . Tables 1  and 2 ) are more than satisfactory if considered as pattern matching scores: showing the feasibility of this entirely chaos-based approach to temporal pattern recognition.
